Agreement No 21-12/13

1. Objects

The Georgia Education Center (GEC) and  
enter into an agreement this day of …… of ……………………………………………….. 2012. 
Therefore the objects of the agreement are to:

a. Introduce potential students to the

b. Build relationships and networks between And the business community and students.
c. Provide opportunities for potential students to gain entry into the... university.
d. Develop and share knowledge on important educational issues with foreign students.

1.1 Under this agreement, the Georgia Education Center (GEC) must apply its resources in achieving the above objects further the objectives are to act as a guide for the Georgia Education Center (GEC) activities; failure to achieve specific objectives does not compromise this agreement or the Georgia Education Center (GEC) as a whole.

2. Deliverables

2.1 Through the enactment of this agreement, the parties will collaborate as described to deliver key milestones, including all deliverables implied and as outlined in the ancillary documents to this agreement.

2.2 Ancillary documents to this agreement, where detail on deliverables are provided, include:

a. Marketing strategy
b. Programs
c. Partnerships and investments strategy.
d. Timelines and milestones
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PARTIES

Georgia Education Center (GEC) provide the following major services to our clients

Our Services fall into three broad categories namely:

1) Pre-admission logistics and support
2) Soft landing on arrival
3) Post enrollment services

Pre-admission Logistics and support

Conduct a free pre assessment application service
Work alongside with you to choose a university
Get you official university invitation letter
Ensure that the university sends a copy to the embassy in your country
Visa support letter from the Ministry of Education and Sciences
Provide you our company back up letter, as our client

Soft Landing on Arrival

Immigration Clearance Assistance
Airport Reception and Transfer to University
General University Registrations and Accommodation Arrangements

Post Enrollment Services

General Orientation
Assist in Opening Bank Accounts

Guide You to Streamline Your Academic Life

For Parents

We can help with the travel part, to the parents of students and other visitors that need our help by
many ways

1) To make hotel reservation
2) Pick up of client from the Air-port to hotels.
3) We help in translating
4) We get invitation letter for visit or tourist
5) We send the invitation letter to our client through dhl, FedEx, tnt, and ups.

3. Agreement

3.1 The parties agree that this agreement, and subsequent versions of this agreement, from the legally binding basis for arrangement between them in relation to partnerships.

3.2 The parties agree that the terms of this agreement will form the basis of, and will, where a conflict should occur, take precedence over, any arrangements reached outside these formal agreements relating to partnerships.

3.3 The term of the agreement between the parties extends for 12 months from the signing of the same.

3.4 The parties agree that they will work together on the basis of the governance and management responsibilities outlined in the ancillary document to this agreement.

3.5 Key items outlined in the ancillary document include (but are not limited to):

a. Role of Georgia Education Center (GEC)
   - Georgia Education Center (GEC) shall contact applicants for the purpose of providing accurate information about the university and courses & its offers..
   - Georgia Education Center (GEC) will check all the academic documents of the students.
   - Provide list of students and courses they are interested in.
   - Georgia Education Center (GEC) shall inform applicants regarding students admission procedure that is according to the university requirement.

   - Choose best students according to the needs of the university from different geographical region.
   - Georgia Education Center (GEC) will follow all the rules and regulations of the university.
   - Georgia Education Center (GEC) takes responsibilities for any legal issues arising from the
implementation of this agreement and settlement of the same.

3.6 Both parties will retain all right, title and interest in their respective background.

3.7 Any foreground developed as a part of the project will be solely owned by the Georgia Education Center (GEC) unless otherwise agreed in writing.

3.8 The concept and brands developed, remains solely the property of the Georgia Education Center (GEC) at all times.

4. Milestones

4.1 The parties agree to pursue the timelines and milestones outlined in the Timelines and Milestones document that is ancillary to this agreement

4.2 Where milestones have not been reached, the parties agree to communicate to the plans for remedying this and provide a future date for achievement of that milestone.

4.3 The timelines and milestones can be changed at any time with mutual agreement from the parties.

DISPUTES AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION

5. Dispute Resolution

5.1 The parties agree that there will be no automatic termination of this agreement without agreement by both parties.

5.2 In the case of a dispute arising over any aspects of this agreement, apart may only elect to terminate this agreement once all dispute resolution procedures outlined below are completed without determining a successful outcome.

5.3 Parties agree that they will all time act under the contract in good faith, and in the case of a dispute occurring, will engage in all activities and behaviors possible to keep the objectives, spirit and conditions of this agreement in place.

5.4 If a dispute arises from items with regards to failure to reach milestones and timelines, the following process applies:

- Parties may agree to dismiss the milestone or timeline; or

- Parties must agree to at least one extension of the timeline for achieving milestone, of not less than 21 working days, but of a length agreed by both parties.

5.5 If the timeline extension is passed and the parties cannot reach agreement to further extension or dismissal of the item, the process described as items will apply.
6. Dispute Resolution Process

6.1 When the relevant representatives of the parties to this agreement believe an impasse has occurred over a particular activity and dispute, they will agree to invoke this clause, and notify the relevant persons.

6.2 Before invoking the clause, the persons engaged in the dispute must have taken a 48-hours calling off period before re-engaging in a conversation where they agreed to the invocation.

6.3 All days mentioned in this clause are working days. The parties agree that time is imperative in resolving any disputes.

6.4 The parties agree that following process will be followed:

- Agreed facts
- Contested facts
- Summary of the issue at dispute
- Perceived risks/benefits of continuing with the project
- Suggestions for working around the problem

Submission from other relevant persons within their organization

7. Damages

Upon termination of the agreement:

1. Where the parties have not acted in good faith to undertake appropriate dispute resolution; and

2. Our main responsibility is to forward our client to embassy/Airport (in case of paper VISA / VISA ON ARRIVAL) at the base of genuine documents but what documents he/she represents to embassy/AIRPORT, the genuinity of them is based upon client side; it’s not responsibility of Georgia Education Center (GEC). The last and final decision of visa will be done by embassy / Immigration officer.

The innocent party will be reimbursed all expenses outlaid under the contract thus far, with the intention of putting the innocent party back to the financial portion they would have had prior to entry to the contract.

EXECUTION

8. Execution

8.1 The terms of this agreement shall be governed and constructed in accordance with the laws in force from time to time.
8.2 The agreement is duly executed on this day the -------------------------- by the following authorized representative of the parties:

____________________________________

NOTE: Before FLY from home land country, candidate should contact directly to us at our Direct landline number: **00 995 599 200 847, 00 380 91 92 93 688** or **Cell Number: 00 380 63 861 75 71** or at email: admissions@edu-gerogia.com, for confirmation that document. After confirmation from us we will provide you the secret code of specific document (which you got from our side) and Main higher authorities links that will also confirm those documents, Only then you fly from home country. From our side you will get all legal documents, you can check their online status at higher authorities web sites too.

Before fly, We will fully inform you, a pattern of interviews queries and dress code. In case of wrong answers, loose dressing like T-shirt / Trouser / Chewing gum / Long hairs / Shouting upon immigration officer / wrong behaviour / you will not get permission to TAKE VISA. In that case we are not responsible, We are responsible of Only Genuine Documents.

**Students who are going to Georgia, before fly they should Receive VISA letter, Admission Letter, OK TO Board Letter. So please before leaving the country must check that you have all documents. At every Document there is written Telephone numbers, Students can confirm from there also. After getting all documents from us, Now to satisfy immigration officer, and provide all the documents is student’s responsibility.**

GEC is helping to students for Getting the best education level, so please Keep eyes on career, no any illegal activity.

This contract will be signed by duly Candidate at Voice Chat At Skype / Yahoo messenger - With web camera.

For Students Visa, students are advised to collect following documents:

- Completed application form
- Copy of citizenship document: Passport or national identity card (all pages need to be copied)
- Educational Document
- 2 photos
- Report of criminal record
- Health report
I ------------------------------ have studied fully contract, and agree with all terms and conditions.

___________________________  __________________________
Client Name                                                               Client Signature

___________________________  Georgia Education Center (GEC)

Dated: ------------------------------